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Abstract 
In this paper, we report a multilingual parallel electronic dictionary, named MPEDM. The MPEDM dictionary covers the 
languages in Chinese and Mongolian, including TM (traditional Mongolian), TODO (Mongolian TODO) used in China, 
and NM (New Mongolian Cyrillic character) used in Mongolia. The average coverage evaluation of MPEDM among 
different systems of Mongolian was conducted by applying the Cosine similarity measure. 
To build MPEDM, 80 thousands of NM words were selected by linguists. Then, a part-of-speech (POS) and Chinese 
word pairs were added to MPEDM by manually referring to a standard version from Inner Mongolian University and 
supported by NSFC of China. After that, the traditional and TODO Mongolian words were paralleled automatically based 
on parsing process of the Mongolian multilingual parallel corpus. It is believed that the MPEDM dictionary can be applied 
in many tasks, such as multilingual word searching and interpreting a word in its reading and grammatical form on line.  
The experimental results demonstrate that the average coverage of different texts achieves 85.2%. In addition, the 
relativity evaluations of MPEDM between different systems show that the similarity of TM and TODO and TODO and 
NM pairs are 0.72 and 0.86, respectively. Finally the best F-score of 0.67 is attained when converting Mongolian NM 
texts to TODO ones. 
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1. Introduction 
Without multilingual electrical language resources, the interactions across different communities, such as 
telecommunication, Internet users, dictionary compliers, and text processing, etc., can be rather difficult. 
   Mongolian people who live in different countries and areas cannot read each other’s written language and 
dialectal expressions, resulting in serious processing and communicating problems even though the spoken 
languages are essentially the same. Various Mongolian writing systems are illustrated in figure 1, including 
NM, TM, TODO, Kalmyk and Buryat, which are mainly used to communicate on the Internet and in 
publications by Mongolian people today. Figure 2 shows an example of the alignment of a word using in 
different areas. For a clearer comparison, we use a word, /jargal/ in a case of NM system, as an example and 
show the word in other writing system, in both Unicode and pronunciation. 
Figure1: Mongolian common use text forms 
Figure 2: a word  by various Mongolian 
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Unfortunately, researches are quite rare on building language resources between their transformations, NLP 
(natural language processing), and MT (machine translation) to other languages. In this paper, we introduce a 
POS-tagging and multilingual dictionary for Mongolian. It’s evaluation in coverage of the different domain 
texts and some of its applications are also presented. 
2. Multilingual dictionary (MPEDM)  
2.1 Designing a multilingual dictionary  
A multilingual parallel electronic dictionary of Chinese and Mongolian was compiled through the fund of 
the Xinjiang government (NSFX) in China [1]. The dictionary is named MPEDM. To build MPEDM, NM 
words with a size of 80 thousand were firstly collected by linguists , and a set of POS tag was then added to 
MPEDM by manual reference to a standard version from Inner Mongolian University [2]. After that the 
Chinese word pairs were added by translation experts, who were supported by a project fund by NSFX of 
China. MPEDM plays an important role in many aspects, including multilingual word searching and proofing, 
interpreting a word in reading and its grammatical form in a sentence, as illustrated in figure 3. MPEDM was 
further expanded by including TM and TODO words, which were paralleled automatically based on parsing 
of the Mongolian multilingual parallel corpus. More details will be described in section 2.3. 
To our knowledge, MPEDM is the first multilingual dictionary that covers various versions of Mongolian, 
which serves an important tool for the Mongolian resource constructions for NLP and the global 
communication. 
Figure3:  an example  of the word searching applying MPEDM  
2.2 Grammatical tagging 
The grammatical tagging for each lexicon includes three items: a code for the part of speech, Unicode, and 
the pronunciation, as shown in figure 4 and figure 5. First, we use an example to introduce the codes for parts 
of speech: the word <<vnh>> consists of three letters. The first letter (e.g., vx in Fig.5) denotes the major part 
of speech from 24 possible categories; some of these categories are shown in Table 1. A code MPEDM_X can 
be followed by several sub-categories according to the attribution of the word, as shown in Table 2. MPEDM 
has 75 sub-categories. The second letter (nx) is used to identify the second information of part-of-speech of a 
word. The last letter (hx) is used to identify ambiguous words: homonyms (h1) or homographs (h2), as shown 
in Table 2. 
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Figure 4:  format design in MPEDM
  Figure5: tag code form in MPEDM 
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Table 1:  examples of part-of-speech tagging. 
Table 2:  example of POS tag 
2.3 Creating TM and TODO parallel words 
As can be seen from figure 6, the strings or words of the Mongolian of various systems are in generally 
separated from each other by spaces, resembling those in English. Moreover, each sentence is the same in 
their grammar SOV and word orders, resembling those in Turkish or Japanese. However, for the sentences of 
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NM,TM, and TODO, as shown in figure 6, a string (word) in a case of TODO and NM is aligned to two or 
more strings in the case of TM. A functional word (like prepositional phrase in English), the red mark at first 
word of TM, TODO, and NM in figure 6, is usually separated with a space for prep word in the case of TM 
while attached with root words (stem) in TODO and NM. The word order for making a sentence and syntax 
rule is the same for all of the Mongolian texts [3,4]. Therefore, we can find that the strings or words in the 
sentences of Mongolian of various systems can be aligned by spaces when the number i function word is 
attached to the 1i  string (prep string) among the TM sentences. 
Figure 6:  grammar comparison between Mongolian sentences 
Table 3:  function words used in TM for linking front words 
In our previous research project NSFX † , we designed a parallel corpus consisting of 120 thousand 
sentences. In this study, we used the multilingual paralleled corpus of Mongolian to build the MPEDM. The 
MPEDM building procedures include three steps. First, paired sentences were aligned according to the syntax 
analysis and function word listed in Table 3, and linked based on the front words using paralleled corpus. 
Then, a list of paralleled strings of TM to TODO and NM was created automatically. Finally, searching and 
matching an NM word of the string list among the MPEDM was conducted to produce the final dictionary. A 
sample of the final MPEDM is illustrated in Table 4.  
†
Natural Science fund of Xinjiang Government 
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Table 4:  a sample of MPEDM 
                                                                                  
3. Evaluation 
3.1 Evaluation of the average coverage
The evaluation data set comprised 300,000 strings, which were downloaded from Mongolian TM websites 
by different tasks, such as newspapers, publication, and textbooks. Then, an isolated word list was derived.  
The average coverage of MPEDM was tested by the LCS algorithm (the longest common subsequence), as 
presented in equation (1).  
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In equation (1), n is the word size of a word list, and Smax is the maximum slope value, which matches the test 
query, and Ls is the words length of MPEDM. Figure 7 shows an average coverage (85.2%) using different 
task data with TM texts when G =0.85 [5]. 
3.2 Application test_1 
Firstly, we examine the relation of the word frequency and the word length for Mongolians using MPEDM. 
The results are presented in Figures 8. From Fig.8, we can see that the distribution of the word lengths of the 
different languages is similar from 4 to 9 characters, but it is quite different in their frequencies. 
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Figure 7:  an average coverage of MPEDM for various texts       
Figure 8:  average distribution of word lengths on MPEDM 
3.3 Application test_2 
Secondly, we investigate the relativity between the same language and different version words, and further 
that between the same family and different languages, by applying MPEDM with the Cosine similarity 
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measure. The Cosine similarity measure is particularly used in positive space, where the outcome is neatly 
bounded in [0,1]. The Cosine of two vectors can be derived by using the following formula: given two vectors 
of attributes for example, A and B (see function (2)), the Cosine similarity, cos(ș), is represented using a dot 
product and magnitude as function (3). Here, n and m indicate the size of entries of two texts respectively [6]. 
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Experiments corresponding to the investigation of the similarities between language pairs were performed 
in word levels by equation (3). In the experiments, the word pairs were first converted to vector sequences 
using an alphabet unit. Then the similarity by language pairs was computed. An entry of different version 
string was extracted from MPEDM, and then the similarities were computed by all of the other word set. 
Figure 9 shows the comparison of the results obtained from the language in the same family and different 
languages, such as Mongolian language branch (MLB) and Turkish (Uyghur, Kazakh called TLB). From 
Figure 9, we can easily note that the similarity level is higher when a word-level comparison in the same 
language branch (MLB or TLB) while it is lower in the case of the different language branch (MLB and TLB). 
For example, in the case of MLB, the similarity between TM and TODO entry pair is 0.72, which is less than 
TLB (0.87), regardless of MLB is in the same family and same country [7]. 
Figure 9:  experimental results of the word similarity 
3.4 Converting texts between Mongolian 
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In this test, we conducted a text conversion task among Mongolian of various systems by word unit. First, a 
sentence was converted to other writing systems matched by a string separated a space using MPEDM. Then a 
sentence was outputted by matched strings separated by spaces when the query string is retrieved. If it is not, 
the similarity of the query string and one of MPEDM is calculated using the alphabet string mark for 
pronunciation base on the Cosign similarity measure. Then a string with higher similarity score was outputted 
as a matching result. In this test, the F-measure expressed by equation (4) was used to evaluate the 
performance. The results of the combination of different system pairs are summarized in Table 5. Moreover, 
figure 10 demonstrates the conversion results of NM to TODO by the proposed method.  
querysofNumner
stringsmatchedcorrectlyofNumberrecall
querysofNumner
stringsmatchedcorrectlyofNumberprecision
similarbyand 
 
            (4) 
Table 5:  results of the converting Mongolian based on MPEDM 
As can be seen from Table 5, the conversion performance by a dictionary matching (the proposed method) 
can be achieved to about 67% in the case of NM-to-TODO. For other conversion cases, the accuracy slightly 
underperformed the previous one. The results suggest that it is difficult for a transformation between 
Mongolian texts in the dictionary level.  
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Figure 10:  a demonstration of converting NM to TODO by proposed method 
4. Summary 
In this paper, we introduced a multilingual electronic dictionary (named MPEDM), as well as its evaluation 
results and useful applications. The proposed MPEDM is constructed by two ways, linguistic or data-driven.  
The evaluation of the average coverage investigates the entries of different version system and different 
languages systems.  
In the future, we will focus on the resource construction of Mongolian for NLP and global communication. 
Moreover, we intend to further expand MPEDM’s applications and improve its quality, especially for the 
transformation between more writing systems of Mongolian.  
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